Abstract. SQLite is increasingly used for data processing in flash memories. Update-in-place cannot be conducted on flash memory, it causes performance degradation for mobile's SQLite during write operations. As a remedy for this performance degradation inevitably caused by frequent write operation from using SQLite in flash memory, the SQLite-IPL model was proposed. But this model uses B-Tree index structure in SQLite for write operation, which regresses transaction performance compared to the T-Tree index structure. Thus, this study proposes an improved model called T-IPL, which designed the TTree index in a separate section to improve performance.
Introduction
With the widespread of mobile devices, flash memory is being used as the storage device for being light and energy-efficient. Flash memory speeds up data access by using electric signals and has high durability. However, it is structurally unable to perform overwrite operation, hence it needs to perform erase-before-write operation before it can overwrite. It is also problematic in that performance degrades significantly when a large amount of modification is requested at once due to difference in speed when conducting delete operation [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The IPL (In-Page Logging) model was suggested as a way to improve performance degradation resulting from frequent update of flash memory [5] . Following this model, a new model called the SQLite-IPL model was proposed, which applied IPL model to SQLite. But using B-tree index on data management incurs frequent read operation, thus the performance degradation problem still exists [6] . Further research is necessary on finding a better storage structure for flash memory.
The purpose of this study is to propose a better model for flash memory by incorporating the T-tree index on a separate area of the existing SQLite-IPL model.
Background

SQLite
SQLite is a SQL database engine that runs without additional server and is an embedded-based database management system. It is also an open source, installed in a library structure format, which saves a single database as a single file. Thus it is light in capacity and fast, for which it is being widely used in database of portable devices [7] . Meanwhile, unlike other DBMS's, SQLite does not have log files. Instead, it creates a separate rollback journal file to guarantee the reliability and atomicity of transaction. However, because SQLite has to manage rollback journal files separately additional write operations incur.
IPL(In-Page Logging) Model
In order to prevent degradation due to update operations occurring above a certain level within the database system, the IPL model reduce the number of writes and deletes by recording the modified data in the log. Likewise, the IPL model is designed to suit the characteristics of a flash memory that cannot perform update-in-place, and to ultimately improve performance by reducing number of unnecessary write and delete operations.
SQLite-IPL (SQLite-In Page Logging) Model for SQLite DMBS
SQLite-IPL model is a model that is proposed to apply IPL model to SQLite. SQLite-IPL model redesigned the device driver of the operating system and the storage manager from the previous SQLite to apply to read, write, and delete operations. So when IPL model is applied to the storage method of SQLite, it is not necessary to keep separate journal files for IPL manages the log files and the original data is preserved. As a result, degradation from journal file management is removed. The SQLite-IPL model is able to conduct transaction fast and easy with the most suitable design for flash memory setting and log file usage, ultimately resulting in data processing improvement.
T-IPL Model with Application of the T-Tree
Overall Structure of T-IPL
T-IPL is largely divided into Application and the T-IPL Engine. Application refers to an application program used by the user to request data processing to the T-IPL Engine.
T-Tree Index Structure of the T-TPL within the Buffer
The T-Tree index located within the buffer is divided into a data sector and a log sector. There are n number of data per T-Tree nod and a pointer that directs to the next nod. Also, there is a log sector which keeps record of the modifications when changes are made. For add and delete operations, the T-Tree in the buffer is used to search the nod containing the data and records it in the log sector.
Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates performance of the existing SQLite-IPL model and the T-IPL model. For the purpose of evaluation, we will first conduct simulation on how SQLite-IPL model and T-IPL model each perform update query then move on to the performance analysis. According to the result of the update query cost calculation, the T-IPL model was found to be 18.06% faster than the SQLite-IPL model. In overall, the new model showed superior performance than the existing method.
Conclusions and Further Research
This study suggests the T-IPL model in the SQLite DBMS, which is a improved version of the existing SQLite-IPL model. Further research will be about more efficient and stable ways of operating the introduced T-IPL model in the NAND flash memory.
